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Image: Armour Meat Plant, northeast corner Cameron and N. Henry Streets. Photo, Library of Congress.

A

rmour and Company, a
slaughterhouse and meat packing
business established in Chicago in
the 1860s, had an operation in
th
Alexandria at the beginning of the 20
century. By 1909, the Armour facility at the
corner of King and North Union streets was
no longer adequate and the company
decided to build a modern facility at another
location. Armour selected a site at the
northeast corner of Cameron and North
Henry streets, and in the summer of 1909, a
spur from the rail line was installed to reach
the west side of the new location. The new
Armour meat plant, which opened in
September 1910, was nearly 34 feet wide
along Cameron and 97 feet deep to the
north. Its basement had a ham boiler,
smoking pit, equipment for picking and salting, and a refrigeration room.
The first floor had offices and a provision room, double smoke house and beef cooler. The second floor
had a storeroom, ice bunker, records room and office for government inspectors.
The Pure Food and Drug Act of 1906, which authorized federal inspection of meat following the
publication of Upton Sinclair’s “The Jungle,” made the innovations significant. To help ensure the safe handling
of meat, Armour’s new Alexandria facility had coolers with concrete and cement-lined walls. At the time of its
opening, Armour described the plant’s construction as representing “the best that experience can suggest or
money can buy to secure sanitary perfection and absolute cleanliness.”
The Armour plant, seen in this 1910 image, expanded in the 1920s but closed in the early 1930s. It was
later used as a Dr. Pepper bottling plant and a furniture warehouse, and today is a contractor’s office.

“Out of the Attic” is published each week in the Alexandria Times newspaper. The column began in September
2007 as “Marking Time” and explored Alexandria’s history through collection items, historical images and
architectural representations. Within the first year, it evolved into “Out of the Attic” and featured historical
photographs of Alexandria.
These articles appear with the permission of the Alexandria Times and were authored by Amy Bertsch, former
Public Information Officer, and Lance Mallamo, Director, on behalf of the Office of Historic Alexandria.

